Dear … School Admissions Committee:
Mr. ..... has requested from me to supply you with a letter of reference in support of
his application for admission to your law institution. Mr. ..... has been a student of
mine in International Private Law at …. University (2013-2014) as well as
International Arbitration (2013-2014). Mr. ..... definitely falls into one of the top
students I have taught. His outstanding grasp of logic, maturity, clarity, and
communication skills have made him a standout. I view these skills as extremely
important in his planned career.
In relevance to his application, in my International Arbitration class students
participated in debate, there were presentations, which Mr. ..... excelled in both. He
was one of the few students with perfect attendance in my course. He was always
ready and a regular participant in class discussions and constantly added value to such
discussion—a rare occurrence indeed. His writing skills are similarly strong as he
continuously demonstrated throughout the class whenever a paper was allocated. In
the class presentation sessions Mr. ..... presented a topic of his choice titled, “……”.
He presented a thoroughly-researched thesis and persuasively presented the
arguments for regarding …..
International Law is extremely demanding, especially at Istanbul University. Mr .....
was always at the top end of both of my classes. I am familiar with Mr. .....’s
reputation at our university where he is held in high regard. As far as I observed and
got to know him through these two courses, Mr. ..... is a passionate,
trustworthy ,hardworking, appropriate legist for an academic life who has sense of
responsibility, aims and goals and a knowledge what to do to reach these goals, who
works in a meticulous manner and who has a higher reasoning skills than the average
student I have taught.
It has been a pleasure to write this letter of recommendation for Mr. ..... I have no
doubt that Mr. ..... will successfully complete his master’s program at your institution
if given the opportunity. Over the years I have written many law school
recommendations for my students. I cannot think of another reference I have written,
however, where I feel as strongly about a student’s potential to excel in law school. It
is for these reasons that I provide him with my most outstanding recommendation.
Mr. ..... will make a great addition to your law school’s program. . If you should
require further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Warmest regards,
Prof. Dr. ….
… University
The Faculty Of …
Head of the Department of ….

